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In this module we will cover the following three concepts:1. IWP lifecycle management.2. We're going to talk a little bit more about scoping and sequencing, and3. then we're going to go through IWP constraints. 
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Lesson 1: The IWP lifecycle
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So where do we start developing sequence of the virtual IWPs? Optimally, at that T-8 weeks out date
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We are going to go over the entirety of the life cycle drawings that we've looked at this way. Let's jump into the actual detailed lifecycle diagrams and we'll start with this…….
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Slide # 0 IWP Overview   Installation Work Packaging (IWP) represents a process incorporating the required communication, constraint checking/validation and final documentation that allows the ultimate customer and the crew at the work face, to successfully perform the prescribed work. For Installation Work Packaging to be effectively implemented, the IWP Life Cycle process is to follow five distinct activities; Electronic IWP Creation, Document Control Interface, Issuance of IWP to the Field, Control of the IWP in the Field and,the IWP Close out. Each of five separate blocks in the overview contains key elements of the IWP life cycle.  The blocks are numerated with ties to subsequent flow diagrams that further breakdown the essential IWP processes from creation, to document control, through issuance and control in the field, and, finally, to close out.  The IWP life cycle incorporates industry best practices and data recently compiled by members of this research team at active jobsites using a work packaging program. This is a CII representation.of the IWP Life Cycle Overview. You will see these materials in CII RT 272 and in several places here.They are a little bit older, and we're going to give some updates as we go through them, because these were sometimes based on very non technologically assisted processe,s and before document control really became as technologically advanced as it is now. We'll discuss some of those differences between how we used to do it with a lot of hard copies and how we do it now with a lot more virtual assets. So there's some changes there, especially around document control. We'll discuss some of those changes.But the reason we haven't changed these drawings is because these drawings are as they have been produced and issued by CII. It's important that based on their materials you understand what this cycle is. And we will talk about the updates and some of the nuances that have changed as technology has evolved. So we're going to cover 5 main sections of the lifecycles:The first one is the electronic package creation. What that's really meaning is we're starting to scope and build the digital package. The package in a virtual environment. So that's that initial scoping phase.Then no. 2, is Document Control Interface:Which is working with the engineering drawings, ensuring you're getting the right drawings. The scoped drawings for this IWP. Handling version management. How do we print copies?  What does that require? - we used to involve document control heavily in the production and printing of the IWPs - - in today's day and age, in the last many projects, we don't see full document Control Department's like we used to. You see a lot of management done digitally through SharePoint and other systems like that. So, things have changed a little bit and we'll talk about some of those nuances during Section 2.During section 3, we're going to get into issuance to the field. We don't just build IWPs and throw them over the fence. We build the IWPs issue into the field, and then we stay with them and we follow them. And we follow exactly how the IWPs are being implemented, how they're being executed, and monitor constraints through that. Next thing is the controlling in the field: When they are in the field, we maintain that there's reporting against them, and if there's any problems with them that we're monitoring those types of things and making decisions on any of the problems that have been identified. And we get into closeout:Closeout is extremely important. After one of the modules there, but we've got some interesting stuff for those. So close out, being obviously extremely important that we've mentioned, but creating the circular lifecycle of the IWP and how you need to manage those work packages moving forward.
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It all starts with the regular Superintendent meeting to identify task groups. Typically, this would be the IWP scoping session. Post-CWP release, you sit down with the required people and go through an IWP scoping session to identify what's going to happen where and when. You can also do this during the regular Superintendent meeting. This was drafted this way because most sites have a daily 4:00 o'clock Superintendent meeting on site all the time. It's a very common thing that Superintendent meeting often includes new business, old business, and planning.During that time, doing IWP scoping is quite common in the field, but for continuity, think of the regular Superintendent meeting that's listed here as the post CWP release IWP scoping session. In that IWP scoping session we've gone through and then we've then identified IWP content limits and boundaries. We’ve identified those similar type activities, geographically grouped as well as like-type materials that makes sense to be executed by a single crew. We've identified them in the session, we built them, we've got the basic limits and boundaries, or just virtual, we're operating within one of the automation systems of choice. Whatever that automation system is. And whether it's just we've got a single model or we've got a sophisticated automation system. Whatever it is, we've started to identify what the contents of that IWP are going to be.Then our next stage is to create the IWP identifiers and add to the IWP log.CII materials still say recreate IWP identifiers and add to the IWP log, but this should read: based on the identifiers created in the log, document the scope, based on the evolution of the model. So again the identifiers have been created before the CWP release,  as part of our prerelease planning, based on judgment of saying if there's 10,000 hours, we're going to estimate 10 to 12 packages to complete that CWP. We would put 10 - 12 identifiers in the log to track against. Once we've identified that, we send an update to Doc Control. At this point we send a technical document list to document control so that they would manage in the system, and key into the system, based on the technical document list,  you write directly into your document repository properties for the drawings themselves, what IWP that they are to be associated with. That makes things very easy for when you start to identify potential impacts of a drawing being late, or getting a revision, or those types of things. The intent of sending an updated log to document control is to ear mark drawings specifically to be identified and tied to a specific IWP.Then our next stage, after document Controls, would be sending it to the document control workflow. We will look at the document control workflow in more depth later in this series, but once that IWP has been basically scoped and created, we then assemble the IWPs an electronic format meaning they are virtually created. We've scoped them. We identify the drawings associated with them. If we're in a 3D automation tool, we've grouped them together and now they're ready to be reviewed within the automation system or the 3D environment.The next stage is based on the fact we've created them. Now we start creating the AWP schedule based on the Level 3. So realistically that is an evolution of the IWP release plan. Based on the contents of the IWP that's just been scoped and tied to the parent CWP level 3 activity. So based on the Level 3 activities, which would be the CWP that these IWPs came from, we would start to schedule the IWPs within that. So if I said there was 10,000 hours CWP and we've got 12 IWPs, we would then identify the one through 12 execution of the IWP scope for that CWP. So we're building our base schedule according to the Level 3. So within the confines of the Level 3 schedule nodes, associated to those the IWPs.Advanced notification was sent to support trades based on IWP release plan. So this is 100% true. Once we've got some scope then we've got a basic schedule in sequence identified for the work packages, - sending an advanced notification to support trades. Now what that means is we would send say if we figure there's going to be a scaffolder required.Remember that scaffold or the access page that's in the template? That access page you would send it a copy of it to the scaffolders or whoever is controlling access planning. Then they would give input on what type of platform or support or access would be required for that particular IWP. So giving them advance notice, giving them the ability to see what the content of the package is well in advance, -  and understanding what the schedule implication is of it. Where, - when -  it's scheduled, they would then start to be able to plan their work.The idea of this is sending the notification is for the support rates to start building their own plans for what access management needs to be built for satisfying the IWP installation requirements.After that then you're going into a decision loop of monitoring constraints based on the IWP look ahead and schedule. So monitoring all those constraints, continuing to look at them. - This is a list of the basic constraints, safety and permitting, quality control, IFC drawings, the schedule, materials, prefabrication, work access and lay down. So do we have access to the area? Do we have lay down to be able to lay stuff down?Craft availability? Do we have resources to be able executed it?Construction equipment and tools and then scaffolding. So monitoring those constraints and others that are most important to the actual execution of the IWP as we went over the constraint management just recently. And looking at those from that point of view.Then, based on that continued monitoring of the constraints, we've got a decision to make, and that decision is have the constraints been met by the schedule? -  So at this point we're early in the planning phase. We're monitoring this constraints against the schedule, meaning our materials might not all be there, but according to the procurement plan they will be before we've planned to execute this IWP. So according to the schedule, we're OK, we may not be able to clear the constraint now, but we should have no problems clearing it before execution. So you're making the decision now across all of these constraints as long as everything is in place and you feel it's in line that it will be done before execution, then we're considering it constraint cleared, sort of at this point. It's constraint monitored, and it's met by schedule. So as long as all of the constraints can be met by schedule, then we'll go to the next workflow, which is the document control workflow. But if we fail the constraints have not been met and the constraints will not be met in the time frame allotted before we need to issue that work package to the field.  - - We then must send that back to another decision matrix, so if it's no, it goes up here and then we ask ourselves another question.Do we leave the task in the package or do we remove it? So basically, what that is that saying OK? So if we couldn't remove a constraint based on the schedule, do we need to reschedule this item? - And if we just reschedule it are we fine? Do we let this item sit a little bit later in the schedule? Do we just hold this package a little bit, reschedule it? What is our plan? What are we going to do? So at this point we make the decision, OK, do we leave it in because we're just going to schedule it later. We're going to change the sequence to match so that we can mitigate, or we're going to see what we're going to do later. We're just going to leave it in because we believe it will be cleared in the time frame acceptable.If it is a major constraint, something like while we scoped this and we built this, the valves in this particular IWP all went long lead and they're not going to arrive now for over a year. If that's happened where all of a sudden the valves that we had scope for this particular IWP are not showing up for another year.  - - We're not going to leave that package in the sequence. That whole package is probably going to get removed and held. And possibly in smaller items repackaged into other areas that could have been executed. So leave the task in or remove it. Leave the task in the package or remove it so if we leave it in it goes in and you just continue to monitor the constraints. If you’re removing it then it goes back into the IWP review meeting and cycle, so that it gets scoped and added to another work package.So to review that, identify it, build it, create it, log it, let document control know, let the other trades know it's there, monitor those constraints, continue to monitor them. If they look like they're all good and can be cleared, then we move on to the next workflow. If they can’t, we ask ourselves the question should we leave them in or should we remove them. If we leave them in, we continue to monitor in the loop those constraints until clear. If we decide that this is just too much, there's it'll be too late then we remove those tasks and add them back into the planning cycle. 
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No. 2 is the Document control interface.This is the standard CII methodology. However, this has changed a little bit because of the increase in technology, the lessening of manual requirements within most document control departments and how that happens on site, but let's take a look. So the applicable Superintendent. That's the IWP content based on the plan. So that's definitely still the same as it always was. We've cleared the constraints saying that according to the schedule, those constraints should be fine. So now we're going to review it with the Superintendent. ….. He vets the IWP content in the plan. They like that, they like the plan and continue to move on. Next thing is we're starting to obtain the required signatures for it. Remember the signature page, the six signatures that were required to say that that IWP is ready to go to the field - This is a little bit quick for obtaining the signatures, because now we say that we don't obtain the signatures till just before issuance to allow for as long as possible a constraint clearance because we're leaving it and monitoring it within the digital system. At this point we used to go hard copy right away so that we could sign the hard copies and distribute them. Now we distribute digitally via SharePoint or other document management systems. So as we move forward, obtain remaining signatures. Like I said, it's a little early. That might be after this workflow, but IWP hard copy is created for the Planning Department.Hard copy is turned over to document control, so this is created by the Workface Planning Department. Now today this is just a transfer of the technical document list to the Document Control Group. We used to create full hard copies to send to document control to be maintained as a master document, containing the signatures.Typically we don't do that anymore. We typically just use the signature control page, which was the last page that we reviewed in the IWP template and monitor that as the control copy. So the other thing is Electronic document list is sent to document control. This is the TDL technical document list  - is sent to Document Control where they do some things with it. So what are they doing? Document control loads the log into the systems from the basic log from the scoping. Document control loads IWP content into the system using placeholders generated during the log. So based on the IWP release plan back here that was being populated. Those instances are in the document control system. We are now adding content and drawings and identifying against that IWP, what drawings are tied to it.Document control monitors the Electronic document list  -  - each IWP and transmits any revision notices to the planning Department. So while it sits and document control has it and it's registered within Document control. - - If from the time it is scoped and sitting with document control, there's any new revisions before execution it's document controls responsibility at this point to identify based on what revisions have come across and notify the planner that owns that particular IWP that there is a document control change. And there is a revision change and they need to update the IWP and Rev up the revision of it. OK, document control verifies document revision and signatures. So as that's continuing before issuance, they are verifying that it is still the most accurate.Document Control creates 2 hard copy files and files, one as the master. Typically, we don't do that anymore. We've just earmarked our databases and shown what drawings are associated with what IWP. We used to create the physical drawings for them to be managed. When Document Control managed more paper than they did databases. So it's a little bit outdated, but if you've got a highly manual system this all rings very true. This workflow still works. It's 100% true today. Like I say we do a little bit more of this digitally today than we did when this workflow was developed, but the reason why we're going through this is this is actually the CII workflows.So, Document Control transmits 2 hard copies to planning Department for issuing. So basically what we're saying is, after we've recorded everything in the database, everything all the scope of the IWPs tracked. We've checked them there, IFC ready, they're ready to go. The hard copies are sent to the planning Department now to be for issuance, so they've got signatures on them. They've been checked document controllers, registered them. Document Control knows what IWPs are tide to what drawings we now send them to the field. So based on that, then we'll jump over and start looking at in the field.
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OK, so the next one now before we are to send them to the field, the planner receives the IWP back from document control. It's been all logged in the systems and they've got hard copies of it and the Masters have been maintained. We then continue to monitor the constraints. Now you're monitoring the constraints through the entire life cycle of that IWP, but there are two 2 main gates for constraints, so this is the first gate for constraints before you go to the next step with it, and this is the second gate for constraints which is this first gate is before it goes to document control.The second gate is before it goes to the field. We continue to monitor constraints through the entire life cycle, but these gates have to be 100% before we go to the next the next stage. So the planner receives the IWP from document control. They now have it back. The Planner files both copies of the IWP until string constraints are satisfied. So realistically, what that means is we're managing it in the virtual environment. We have that template that's all filled out, but it's just in our Explorer files or it's in SharePoint or however you're managing that digital file. It's sitting there. And we're monitoring our constraints against it.So as we continue to monitor the constraints, we're looking at the constraints a little differently now. This is final verification and hard constraint monitoring. Meaning that safety and permitting must have been identified. Quality control is fully there. IFC drawings are there. The schedule we're ready to go for the schedule. We've got it scheduled and identified. The materials are available not will possibly be there we have put boots to steel and the materials are completely available. All prefabrication work is available as well. Work to access and lay down. The areas are available. We have a place to put things when we requisition them and so on. We have a crew that's ready to go. We've got craft availability for execution of this IWP. Construction equipment and tools have been allotted to this package. And the scaffolding has been built. So we're looking at things a little different. This gate for constraints was based on the plan says it should be good, meaning we're supposed to have the materials. We should have a crew. We should have a scaffold. We've got all this plant planning in place. That's your first level. Second level IWP constraint removal. This is hard constraints. This is this there absolutely done now, not by schedule. Not going to be done tomorrow, not going to be done the day after. These are these constraints are cleared now.Then we go into a very similar constraint matrix to what we were looking at a moment ago. Have all constraints been satisfied? So if they have been all satisfied yes, then we send confirmation of start to the craft, meaning we have said OK work IWP such and such is about to be issued. So they can start planning. They understand the scope of it. Then we release the IWP to the applicable Superintendent and he will assign it to the crew that's going to be executing it. At a crew meeting, the Superintendent walks through the IWP with the applicable general foreman or Foreman who has received the IWP to talk about any special instructions for the execution of that IWP. Any predecessor successor relationships that need to be understood for that IWP at a basic execution destruct discussion on how that happens. Then the field executes the work after that's done. But let's go back up to the decision. What if it's a no? What if all the constraints have not been met?So is it feasible to hold the package as is? Meaning is it,  - will we just hang onto it and maybe will accept a week delay based on schedule or we're going to change the schedule for it to be a little bit later or we may go into a removal of the items? Is the feasible to hold the package. If it's yes feasible to hold the package, then we just continue to monitor the constraints and it goes into this loop of continuing to monitor the constraints until all constraints are clear. We keep making the decision. Is it going to be cleared? Yes, we think it's going to be cleared. We think it's going to be cleared so we keep monitoring it. If it doesn't get cleared and we think it's not going to be then we might go to No. We start there to begin with, we just go to know as the package is not feasible to be held, then it'll go to electronic IWP creation, which is back to the main page. So if we follow that issue is the field, it's back to IWP creation right in here,  - we're back into the main stage where it is actually just repackaged into other elements as that works. So the electronic IWP creation. So back to number one, those items are broken up into and may be added to other packages. The items that couldn't be executed are waiting for constraints to be clear before we truly package them and send them out. We've started to modify our IWP Scopes to ensure that constraints are met and that we only send constraint free IWPs out to the field. So on that basis we're continuing to monitor and the electronic IWP creation process back to that initial stage where they are discussed and put into new packages.If it has been installed and it's been executed in the field now what? - So this green means it's been executed, but that's not where we stop. That's only halfway through the workflow. So the field executes the work in the IWP. They regularly report progress on the predetermined interval, so if it's daily or weekly, whatever that interval is that they report progress. They're reporting how they're executing on that IWP and then we go to the next drawing, which is number 4.
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So No.4 planning Department records progress in the field, so it's being executed. The Planning Department identifies what progress has been made, verifies that project controls is reporting it, and we continue on.Then, Is the IWP 100% complete within a scheduled time frame? So this is our closeout program and extremely important. This is our closeout workflow that we follow another set of decision matrix to identify whether a work package has been closed or not. So we look at it and we say is the IWP 100% complete within the scheduled time frame.?If it has been 100% completed within the scheduled time frame and it's a yes, then we return the IWP to the planning Department, - -  The planning Department files the completed IWPs, - confirms the Progress report and it goes to the final closeout slide which is next. this is monitoring in the field. If it's a no, then we ask ourselves another question, is it feasible for the IWP to remain in the field?Yes, we can just leave it out there because it's only going to be delayed a week, so we'll let it slide and will let it sit out there for a week and we will monitor and maintain it and make sure that we have. We're keeping an eye on it so it's soon enough that that constraint should be cleared. We're just going to leave it as it is. We're going to put a hold on it and monitor it. Once it's done, then we return the IWP to the planning Department and it goes through the completion process. If it's a no, from is it even the field? Then we go to another decision - -  is the IWP that we held or unfinished items to be repackaged? if it's held we just return the planning Department an it's monitored until released. If it is to be repacked, meaning we're going to take pieces out of it that can't be completed, then it needs to go into the planning Department again. Remove the unfinished task for repacking and they go back to no. 1 right back to that superintendence meeting where we start scoping things. All the items that were in the packages get completed, get marked as completed and go back into the closeout sequence here. in essence, to review IWPs been in the field and they've been executed. If there's a problem, if it's a small problem, is it feasible for it remain in the field? Yeah, we're going to wait for it, so it goes through. If it's just 100% completed while it's out in the field, it just simply goes through the closeout process. And it's done. If it is so bad that we're not going to be able to hold it, it's just too long to hold it, then we're going to repackage and progress what was done at 100%.installation work package lifecycle #5 IWP Close Out.. what we're looking at here is control of the IWP during the Close Out process for recording, for tracking and identifying what's in the IWP. a lot of this is managed electronically now or automatically, but we're going to review it and take a look. So when that work package comes back, confirm quantities. So that's that quantity survey type idea that we were talking about earlier, where the IWPs and they feel or the workspace planners are required to be quantity surveyors as well within the Department, - - - meaning that they go out and they see was it actually done.  The IWPs come back. The work face planners put their boots on, -  they've gone out into the field to verify and confirm the quantities, - - they're looking at it and go, “Hey, they reported this work package done. Yep, it's all done” -  or “they forgot a spool”.  It is the explicit requirement of that work face planner to monitor completion of those and confirm the quantities.if they confirmed the quantities, input the IWP progress in the project controls, technically today that's all done electronically. So the workplace planner would be verifying the progress as per it is listed within the project control system. If  - - “does the IWP contain any red lines or notes?” If that when that IWP comes back from the field often there's red lines or notes or items that will assist the next crew or the follow on crew to that IWP or a successor,  IWP to that one,  - -  is there notes and red lines within the drawings that need to be maintained? If it's a no, notified document control completion and no change to the Master. Document control updates the archives and the completed Master IWP. So basically what that means is based on what we've got, we update the archives and we mark it as completed and we're still maintaining in a digital fashion the IWP itself.If it's a yes, - transmit all notes and copies of the red lines to Doc control for updating the master.what this means is, if there's important notes or red lines within the IWP, we're going to track those now. Typically this doesn't go back to document control for updating the master anymore. This often goes directly to the field engineer for qualification as to whether these red lines need to be properly drafted or it's just notes.If it's just notes, then those notes may be recorded and an IWP may be scanned so that it can be referenced by the crew that's working in that area or in the adjacent IWP. Often there's notes that are that are listed as to maybe a problem or a survey issue  - - Many times a Craftsman, a general foreman or Superintendent will mark up in a work package, “beware the person who's installing the next work package stud such and such is out of alignment by an inch and a half” - or something like that. So that needs to be recorded. Send the red lines to the field engineer. We talked about it going to the field engineer for inclusion in the master set field engineer priors they're required updates and document control updates the master set. So basically field engineer does any updates that are required and document control maintains any of the IWP red lines based on what the field engineer has tracked against those particular drawings.that in essence is the basis of the IWP workflow. So these closeout activities are not just is it done or not. There are things that need to be tracked to close that IWP and record it as closed.The IWP release plan needs to be updated. This needs to be tracked against items in the field. The project controls progress systems need to be updated and you need to maintain and monitor the constraints in the field to ensure that everything was actually done and any repackaging or scope changes need to occur.So that's the basic IWP lifecycle. So today we've done a lot of items around the installation work package in the workface planning such that we've talked about what the big things are is the template and what an IWP actually looks like. And then we've got into the IWP lifecycle management. These five slides are what should govern any work faced planners activities. This is there and how they do business. It's extremely important to follow these workflows to ensure that IWPs are created correctly, monitored correctly, executed correctly, recorded correctly, and also logged correctly.
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installation work package lifecycle #5 IWP close out. what we're looking at here is control of the IWP during the close out process for recording, for tracking and identifying what's in the IWP. a lot of this is managed electronically now, but we're going to review it and take a look at the analog version of control so that you understand what needs to be done. When that work package comes back, confirm quantities. So that's that quantity survey that we were talking about earlier, where the IWPs and they feel or the workspace planners are required to be quantity surveyors as well within the Department, meaning that they go out and they see was it actually done so the IWPs come back.This work face planners put their boots on and they've gone out into the field to verify and confirm the quantities. Something it is the explicit requirement of that work face planner to monitor completion of those and confirm the quantities.So if they confirmed the quantities, import an important input the IWP progress in the project controls. Technically today that's all done electronically. The workface planner would be verifying the progress as per it is listed within the project control system.If the IWP does contain any red lines or notes? So if that when that IWP comes back from the field often there's red lines or notes or items that will assist the next crew or the follow on crew to that IWP or a successor IWP to that one, their notes and red lines within the drawings that need to be maintained. If it's a no, notify document control of completion and no change to the Master. Document control updates, the archives and the completed Master IWP. So basically, what that means is based on what we've got, we update the archives, and we mark it as completed and we're still maintaining the IWP itself virtually.If it's a yes, transmit all notes and copies of the red lines to Doc control for updating the master. So what this means is, if there's important notes or red lines within the IWP, we're going to track those now. Typically, this doesn't go back to document control for updating the master anymore. This often goes directly to the field engineer for qualification as to whether these red lines need to be properly drafted or it's just notes.If it's just notes, then those notes may be recorded in an IWP may be scanned so that it can be referenced by the crew that's working in that area or in the adjacent IWP. Often there's notes that are that are listed as to maybe a problem or a survey issue. Many times a Craftsman, a general foreman or Superintendent will mark up in a work package, beware the person who's installing the next work package stud such and such is out of alignment by an inch and a half or something like that. So that needs to be recorded.Send the red lines to the field engineer. We talked about it going to the field engineer and include for inclusion in the master set field engineer priorsthey're required updates and document control updates the master set. So basically field engineer does any updates that are required and the document control maintains any of the IWP red lines based on what the field engineer has tracked against those particular drawings.So that in essence is the basis of the IWP workflow. So these closeout activities are not just is it done or not. There are things that need to be tracked to close that IWP and record it as closed the IWP release plan needs to be updated. This needs to be tracked againstitems in the field. The project controls progress systems need to be updated and you need to maintain and monitor the constraints in the field to ensure that everything was actually done and any repackaging or scope changes need to occur. so that's the basic IWP lifecycle. So today we've done a lot of items around the installation work package in the workface planning such that we've talked about what the big things are is the template and what's an IWP actually looks like. And then we've got into the IWP lifecycle management.These five slides are what should govern any work faced planners' activities. This is simply how the Workface planners do business. It's extremely important to follow these workflows to ensure that IWPs are created correctly, monitored correctly, executed correctly, recorded correctly, and also logged correctly.
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It’s now time for the first quiz of the module.  Please exit the video, and select Quiz 1 from your account dashboard.



Lesson #2
IWP Scoping & Sequencing
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Presentation Notes
So IWP scoping sessions. We're talking about scoping and sequencing of these IWPs, and we'll look at it in terms of this particular workflow from a little bit different position.
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IWP Scoping & Sequencing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright, so IWP scoping and sequencing. This is part of the IWP management for obvious reasons. It is a little repetitive from what we covered earlier, but we'll cover it in some higher levels and we'll look at it from the point of view of some workflows.
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In the IWP scoping sessions, we're talking about scoping and sequencing of these IWPs, and we'll look at it in terms of this particular workflow from a slightly different perspective.
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IWP Scoping & Sequencing
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We're going to conduct the scoping and sequencing kickoffs - - going through developing, refining the IWP sequence. We're going to collaboratively review the IWP and the scope and sequence to make sure that we're happy with the way it looks, and that it's right, and that it's ready to start possible execution of it.We then approve it. Once we approve, we update and publish the IWP release plan. So we're going to update that as we've scoped it, we refine the scope and the IWP release plan is now going to say, “hey, this work package has started to evolve”  - -  from that point we then go to publish IWP sequence status and visualizations.So based on this sequence we now publish basically what the IWP release plan is saying. Just to the sequence, identify if there's any problems according to schedule and continue to work against the sequences and identify those. And then it goes to the next workflow. But let's look at it from the point of view of it also goes over to the creation of the IWPs themselves, so we would create the draft virtual IWPs. Once it's approved then it comes down, and this is the tracking. It's going into the IWP release plan, but we go over here. We're going to create the draft IWPs so we're now creating the physical IWPs. Post draft by IWPs review. We've got that initial scoping. We've got those initial virtual packaged up items in the model.We're going to do a review of that now to ensure that it's correct, add fields and other inputs to the IWPs. Any input to it, we're going to continue to evolve them. Collaborative review of the IWP so the IWPs themselves are not reviewed with the field and others to ensure that they are there in line.And is it approved? if we approve it yes, then update and publish through the virtual IWP So now we've got a virtual IWP that's ready to go. It's basically that template we reviewed the example IWP, it's sitting in the file folder waiting and ready to go. Then we publish the sequence status and it goes down the tracking of issuance. If it's a no, it continues to go back to the create draft virtual IWPs and it's a circular workflow.So you can see this a little bit more detailed as far as the IWP scoping session, and you can see where it ties in and its touch points  - - where it ties to the flow charts. Such things as developing the scope starting to report it to the release plan, publishing the IWPs for review, --- once they’re reviewed then they get issued. This is basically the first 2 squares from the IWP lifecycle that we're looking at both the Superintendent meeting and then the scoping and creation of the IWPs the next box. This is basically elaboration that we just went through on those two sections, those two boxes.
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So, let's look at what a scoping activity would look like, or the building of an IWP. This is an example of what you would put into an IWP. Remember we talked about like components and geographical areas. When we're talking about geographical area, it often means what makes sense for one crew and one movement.  This work area is very small, so we're not going to just do all the end pieces or all the stuff around the pumps. We're going to follow by lines a little bit, also in the smaller areas. You can see this is all the isometrics for one of these, for one of these lines, for the inlet piping on these pumps, and this just illustrates some of the IWP scoping and sequencing for these.
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It’s now time for the  second quiz of the module.  Please exit the video, and select Quiz 2 from your account dashboard.



Lesson #3
IWP Constraints
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In Lesson 3 we’ll consider IWP Constraints
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We're going to jump in and we're going to start to dig in a little bit deeper into the IWP workflows and how these IWPs that we've now scoped start to interact. You've seen a couple times now the work package documents themselves, the work package relational documents.These workflows, -  these flow charts, - we've reviewed them and we're going to review them again from a little bit different point of view.  We keep referring back to them because identifying these different types of interactions and identifications and ties to the different types of work packages is extremely important. We're going to start with obviously, the CWP in the middle, and we're going to look at how we've scoped and broke down those IWPs from these work package relationship.
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What have we done on this for the creation of these IWP?So IWP constraints,  - there's a list of the IWP constraints. These are a little bit different, so we will review them: CWP work releases confirmed.2. Construction method statement has been developed, so what's the scope statement? Remember that scope statement that was right in the middle of the IWP itself.3. Drawings checked for the latest IFC status. If you look at these constraints this is a good place to talk about different types of constraints. We've done constraint reviews and removals, but there are different types of constraints. When we look at it, there's material constraints in those locks. It's based on schedule and delivery.However there's also constraints based on the development of the IWP, which is just the phases of development and building of the basic IWP. Is there a CWP? What's the scope of it? Do we have all the drawings for it? We check and make sure we've got the drawings for it. 4. Field engineering checked for any RFIs. So basically what we're doing is we're also tracking against production of the IWP. Is the cover page done? Do we have the scope identified? Have we taken all the 3D snapshots? Those are also constraints, those are physical, constraints to the development itself of the IWP. So let's continue to go down this list. The drawings are checked for IFC status, so all the drawings are IFC for that package. Field engineering checked for open RFI, - - so again with the open RFI is making sure we have none open. 5. Company supplied materials allocated. 6. Contractor supplied materials.7. Dependent IWPs identified.8. Resources available and validated. 9. Scaffolding identified requested .10. Long-lead construction equipment and scheduled.So long lead construction equipment that would be such things as like cranes, lifts  - - those types of things that need to be booked well in advance. You can't just say, “ hey I need a 250-ton crane here tomorrow.” 10% of the time you might get it, 90% of the time you're going to get laughed at. 11. Field coordination constraints identified. So who all do we got to talk to? What field items are out there that is important to track? What coordination for clearing of those constraints needs to continue?12. And then of course QVDs and QA/QC hold points, so those identifying when you need to stop and call QA/QC, and don't steamroll through it. To be cleared prior to the IWP start in a field. Now these are large constraints. These are heavy dedicated constraints  - the hard constraints we call them, that you do not send an IWP to the field until these are completed. So have the dependent IWPs completed?  For example, has the pump pedestal been poured in and the embed’ s been in place before we replace the pump? We're not just going to go set the pump on a piece of dirt. Obviously, the foundation pedestal and the embeds need to be in place. So have those dependent IWP's been completed?The work face is clear of other local work fronts, meaning we don't have congestion. We don't have a crew right in the way of us. We've got ability to work and maneuver within the environment.Materials have been staged to the Workface meeting, - - that trailer that wagon.  - - the materials are moving from the warehouse out to the site, has been staged at the lay down area, or it's been offloaded into the lay down area. Construction equipment and tools are available, so any anything that we need is there. It's been planned for.The scaffolding has been erected or it's been at least requested and will be erected.And the survey work is completed. Remember, if we're going to be installing a module, the studs need to be shot in by survey before we decide to place the module to ensure that the module will fit. Those types of constraints, post the IWP scoping and sequencing, need to be clearly identified and monitored. We've gone through constraints a few different ways now, and you started to see a few different nuances listing constraints prior to clear to start in the field. We talked about the soft constraints by schedule during the IWP lifecycle. We talked about the hard constraints, which is the pre issuance of the IWP. We've talked about short range planning type constraints, which is what we're looking at here on the screen to ensure that these are all cleared before issuance to the field and they get out there.We've covered a lot in the IWP management, the IWP lifecycle is an important thing to understand. Review the IWP lifecycles -  become very familiar with them. Any questions on those are fairly easy as long as you understand what the workflow is for the IWP lifecycle. It is a guiding document to ensure that an IWP is handled correctly. Without the IWP lifecycle diagrams that we reviewed earlier, all you've got is basic work packaging. So forever in the industry, many people have said, we've been working packaging forever. We understand AWP, we build work packages don't bother us, we know what we're doing. The truth is, there's a big difference between work package creation and workface planning and AWP - -  and that difference typically is these lifecycle diagrams. What often happens in the process of a work package creation is they will build a work package  unconcerned of what's available for drawings,  - not considering any constraints associated with it, and they will, based on schedule, send it out to the field.Just based on schedule, doesn't matter whether it's constraint free, doesn't matter whether there's materials, that type of methodology of construction, information transfer has been happening for years, - forever, and that is one of the biggest problems with construction productivity today is that we don't employ proper workface planning methodologies of constraint analysis and clearance before issuance to the field. Work packaging is just that - -  It's building a work package. Workface planning is ensuring the constraint clearance, and that the IWP actually can be executed when it's sent up to the field,. The life cycle of an IWP is what makes it AWP workface planning.Without conducting the lifecycle workflow that we just went through with an IWP, it's just a work package. It's not an IWP, it's not a proper installation work package or a workface planning or AWP driven package. That’s extremely important because if you’re part of an owner organization and you are verifying contract bids, you need to be able to call out and understand the difference between a contractor that comes to you and says, “ Yeah we do work packaging, we know what AWP is. Don't worry about us. We got this …. “ versus a contractor that says,  “Yes we're absolutely AWP savvy and we do full constraint analysis and issuance to the field of full clear constraint free IWPs following the IWP lifecycle. There's a big difference between those two contractors, even though on the surface they build both build work packages and both send him out to the field. One is haphazard. The other is actually a controlled production system.
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It’s now time for the final examination.  Please exit the video, and select Exam from your account dashboard.
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